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Taurus birthdays are coming up! If have a friend celebrating a birthday soon, gift a candle
that speaks to his or her wonderful Taurus traits. Taurus folks tend to be practical,
independent, and sensual. They also appreciate beautiful, well-made things, as long as those
things serve a purpose and do not break the bank. When it comes to scented candles,
Voluspa candles offer the best bang for your buck. One 16 ounce jar will burn for 100 hours
while offering a pleasant, noticeable fragrance. Voluspa candles will make your room smell

Your email address will never be sold, rented

beautiful, but they will not overpower your senses. The coconut wax blend burns clean and

shared even if they threaten to melt all our cand

beautifully. The jars and tins are too gorgeous to throw away, so frugal Taureans will delight
in finding new ways to use the jars once the wax is gone.
The Bull’s ruling planet is Venus, so a romantic fragrance like Voluspa candles Ambre
Lumiere make a fitting gift. This fragrance is a “warm exotic mixture of light amber, vanilla
benzoine & Indonesian patchouli.” The patchouli does not come off as pungent, but adds just
the right amount of spice to the sweet, indulgent blend of amber and vanilla. Long-lasting
http://bonbougie.com/voluspacandlestaurus/
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and luscious, this candle is proof that things can be practical and sexy.

Candles Off Main
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Voluspa Candles Ambre Lumiere

FAQ

Caitlin from Ontario, Canada gave this fragrance a rave review:

Most Fragrant

What can I say about Ambre Lumiere? WOW. This candle is the absolute

Brands

perfect balance of sweet and musk. The patchouli is simply amazing, yet the
shining star of this candle is the syrupy sweet maple-like scent that will cover

Best Selling Scents

every corner of your home with comfort. Ambre Lumiere is one of the rare
candles that I can see myself burning all year long, throughout every season.

How to Avoid Soot

It is so multi-faceted in its scent, you really do get a little bit of everything from
this candle. It’s exotic, sweet, and comforting all at the same time.

How to Avoid
Tunneling

She makes this candle sound so delicious!
Taureans are in some super sultry company. Some of the sexiest celebrities are born under
this Earth sign. Imagine lighting Ambre Lumiere for George Clooney, David Beckham, Robert
Pattinson, Jessica Alba, Megan Fox, Penelope Cruz, or that earthy, sensual, reliable friend of
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yours. Who knows? Maybe gifting the perfect Voluspa candles will turn that Taurus friend
into something more.
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Finding the right fragrance
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always easy to find the right
fit, though. That's why we're
here to help. We
thoughtfully select the best
brands and collections to

annapolis candle

Cocktails by Candlelight

antica farmacista

DIY Candle Displays

aquiesse
aura

archipelago

Gift Guides

capri blue

elton john

both refined and extensive.

jonathan adler

We review hundreds of

lafco

more than we let in to bring
you candles worth the price.
Let us help you find your
next masterpiece.

k. hall

lampe berger

linnea's lights

nest

nest fragrances
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Meet The Maker

Have ordered from
several other places in
the past. Your
presentation of the
merchandise (tissue,
card, etc.) was above
and beyond
expectations. I will
order from you again.

Melinda, IL
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voluspa

votivo

way out wax
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